
Visiting Magdalen Farm is an opportunity to learn 
through real outdoor adventures - while enjoying 
home cooked organic food and a very high standard 
of on-site accommodation.  
 
Schools choose Magdalen Farm because of our 
bespoke programmes of activity, qualified teaching 
staff (including SEN) and the wonderful combination 
of learning and excitement. 

Learning at Magdalen  

"Everything was extremely well organised. The tutor showed a strong style of leadership which 
allowed activities to be in a safe & enjoyable environment.  The setting is beautiful and the       
experience of being on a farm, organic food and the animals is a wonderful opportunity for the 
children."    

 magdalen         “Dawn to Dusk” Trips 

The recent Covid-19 pandemic has meant that school children have missed out on their           
education and life experiences a part of which included a fun time out of school on day trips and 
overnight residentials.  Magdalen’s solution is to offer “Dawn to Dusk”  - a day trip which provides 
the residential experience without the sleeping part. 

Arrive at Magdalen as early as 8am and we will provide all your meals and activities up to 8pm in 
the evening.  Use Magdalen’s activities to restart learning through links to the curriculum and 
build on life skills at mealtimes.  We have 5 fun and exciting programmes to choose from: 

• All about animals – a hands on day with our domesticated farm animals as well as      
searching out wildlife and nature around us. 

• Exploring the Arts – all things arts, crafts and musical 

• Food Glorious Food – find out where our food comes from and make delicious pizzas or 
smoothies 

• Scientific Discovery – practical overview of life cycles, food chains and habitats 

• Teambuilding – hands on activities that will improve teamwork and communication as well 
as thinking outside the box. 

 
“All our pupils thoroughly enjoyed all aspects of the activities - the chance for them to learn about 
where food comes from / the natural environment / and to just be outdoors and active was      
fantastic “ 
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We look forward to hearing from you 

About Magdalen 

Magdalen is a working organic farm providing the perfect environment to connect with nature, learn from          
sustainable living and enjoy the countryside.  Every aspect is delivered with expertise by a team of     
qualified teaching and care staff who love what they do. 
 
Our facilities include: 

• Nutritious home cooked food 
• Tailored itineraries 
• Break out areas for visiting teachers 
• High standard of accommodation  
• Courtyard and outdoor pizza ovens 
• Low ropes challenge 
• “Forest School” activities 
• Outdoor play areas with climbing frame 
• Facilities for special needs 

 
Good to know: 

• All activities are fully risk assessed with trained staff 
• We offer the support of additional teaching staff to work alongside your own 
• Catering for special dietary requirements 
• All terrain wheelchairs and “Gold Standard” changing place available on-site 
• Special programmes for those who struggle with the traditional classroom environment 
• A countryside location close to the amazing Jurassic Coast. 

 
How to book 
Contact us to find out if your school qualifies for a free or discounted rate by calling 01460 30144 or email 
info@magdalenfarm.org.uk 

"Thank you for providing a memorable and meaningful experience for our children on your visit to Crispin 
and for our sustainability themed visit to you"- Deputy Head, Crispin School 

“We were so impressed by the quality and the 
care provided by all the staff we encountered. 

They knew their subjects and shared 
interesting information with the children 

incidentally across every activity. The trip was 
more than we had imagined and we cannot 

wait to come back again.” 
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